Methoxy Groups Increase Reactivity of Bifunctional Tetraarylphosphonium Salt Catalysts for Carbon Dioxide Fixation: A Mechanistic Study.
The development of carbon dioxide fixation under mild conditions is a central theme in organic synthesis. Despite the tremendous progress in the field of organocatalysis in the past two decades, the coupling reactions of epoxides with carbon dioxide that proceed at atmospheric pressure at temperatures of less than 100 °C have remained challenging. In our aspirational studies of tetraarylphosphonium salts (TAPS) catalysis, we report here the bifunctional TAPS-catalyzed synthesis of five-membered cyclic carbonates by chemical fixation using 1 atm of carbon dioxide at 60 °C. Intriguing substituent effects of TAPS were observed, in which electron-donating groups enhanced their reactivity. In addition, the mechanism was thoroughly investigated by undertaking both experimental and theoretical studies, suggesting that the electronic properties of TAPS affect carbon dioxide insertion into halohydrin intermediates. The results provided fruitful information to understand the origin of the TAPS behavior, which would contribute to the design of novel catalysts for carbon dioxide capture.